
Life day for the Zabraki as an affair that involves the entire tribe. Gifts are a natural part of the 
process; a show of honor, of respect, and most important, of felicity and affection. They are 
designed to last, to be practical, unique statements that are as beautiful as the souls of those 
that they are given to. Naturally, this means that having a Zabrak co-worker around on Life Day 
is a pretty sweet deal… 
 
Gift One: For Eilen Jath 
 
A pilot’s hide jacket, tailored to fit the wearer’s large proportions, sourced from a dune loper that 
Sera herself hunted down on Iridonia. The jacket is thick, soft, and comfortable, dyed a dark, 
deep brown, with a collar that can be upturned to better warm the neck. It is stylized with silver 
studs along the hem of the sleeves, and also has customized pockets, either to help hold life 
support equipment in a fighter craft, or to hide pilfered goodies and covert equipment, should 
she need it. An X-wing has been embroidered on the left shoulder with a length of silver threat, 
while the right is marked with the word “K’Axia” written in the Zabraki script.  
 
The jacket comes with a pair of sandy-colored hand-knit socks, spun from rock-crawler wool. 
Incredibly soft and warm...and oversized, to fit digitigrade paws. 
 
A note alongside them reads; “I bagged the loper, but Cleutus made the jacket. Nice work, 
yeah? I think you’ll look great in it. Not that you need the jacket for that, of course.  Fly high, 
K’Axia. :D”  
 
Gift Two: For Tali Sroka  
 
A pair of knee-high boots, once again matched to the wearer’s needs. They are light and sturdy, 
built from a frame designed to breath in the heat while still protecting from the cold, with 
reinforced soles and heels to provide added protection from the debris-strewn corridors of 
Ol’Val. The light brown leather is cut in the Zabraki style, aged and dried and tanned in a 
manner that leaves the hide soft and supple, but remarkably resilient and well padded. They 
lace up the front, with buckles along the back to help fasten in, fitting tight or loose depending 
on user preference. Moreover, they also leave spots for additional armor plates to be fastened, 
and sockets for hidden blades to be holsters...if the user so desires. Practical enough to fight in 
the streets or march through the station, and certainly comfortable enough to wear while stuck 
at a desk for hours.  
 
Alongside the boots, there is another pair of rock-crawler wool socks, dyed violet. They are 
paired with a set of what can only be lekwarmers, soft and eminently comfortable.  
 
A note alongside them reads; “To keep a certain teacher of mine comfortable, wherever or 
whatever she’s doing. My Nitha made them for you; she says that she can feel a wise woman in 
you, whatever that means.  The boots are for kicking Strong and Aru’s asses. The other bits are 
for when you’re doing deskwork...but, they really work for both, yeah?”  
 



 
 
 


